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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 ― SHEIN, the fast-fashion giant with a troubled history, plans to go public in the U.S. in 2024. It is 
reportedly seeking a $90 billion valuation, underwritten by major investment banks including 
JPMorgan Chase and Goldman Sachs.

 ― SHEIN has either concealed its practices or willfully misled consumers and lawmakers in the U.S. 
and EU regarding its record on human rights, workers’ rights, environmental damage, consumer 
product toxicity levels, and customs regulations. 

a. SHEIN has been demonstrably and repeatedly linked to forced labor from Xinjiang, China. 
Both internal audits and external reports have raised substantial concerns about the health 
and safety of SHEIN’s workforce.

b. SHEIN faces a multitude of criminal allegations including at least 93 open cases of copyright 
violation, and its intellectual property infringements have been so severe as to instigate a fed-
eral racketeering lawsuit. 

c. SHEIN has demonstrated a repeated failure to protect consumers. Its products have been 
recalled for reasons such as illegal levels of toxic chemicals and high flammability. One pros-
ecutorial investigation found that SHEIN was negligent in safeguarding customer data, and 
subsequently tried to cover up a severe data breach which put millions at risk. It is also accused 
of implanting “marketing spyware” in its Android app.

 ― SHEIN’s ambitions now face growing bipartisan resistance in the U.S. Congress. This, coupled 
with the fact that it is still awaiting a response from the SEC is reportedly causing SHEIN to at least 
consider listing on the London Stock Exchange, highlighting the necessity of a unified transatlan-
tic stance on SHEIN’s egregious corporate behavior.

 ― Permitting SHEIN to be publicly traded on Western exchanges would condone its unethical and 
illegal practices. Subsequent Western investment would serve to fund and encourage the contin-
uation of these practices, to the detriment of largely unwitting American and European investors. 
The SEC should reject SHEIN’s IPO filing, and American lead underwriters should be barred from 
involvement.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-11-07/shein-targets-up-to-90-billion-valuation-in-us-ipo-sources-say
https://pe-insights.com/news/2023/11/28/general-atlantic-and-mubadala-backed-shein-files-for-ipo-in-u-s-targets-90bn-valuation/
https://www.npr.org/2023/07/15/1187852963/shein-rico-racketeering-lawsuit
https://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Synthetics-Anonymous-2-online-reports-layout.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-11-21/shein-s-cotton-clothes-tied-to-xinjiang-china-region-accused-of-forced-labor?sref=mxbIZFb4&leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://stories.publiceye.ch/en/shein/
https://time.com/6247732/shein-climate-change-labor-fashion/
https://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Synthetics-Anonymous-2-online-reports-layout.pdf
https://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Synthetics-Anonymous-2-online-reports-layout.pdf
https://www.axios.com/2023/07/08/sheins-tariff-arbitrage
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-11-21/shein-s-cotton-clothes-tied-to-xinjiang-china-region-accused-of-forced-labor
https://selectcommitteeontheccp.house.gov/sites/evo-subsites/selectcommitteeontheccp.house.gov/files/evo-media-document/05.02.2023-letter-to-shein-china-select.pdf
https://www.wired.com/story/fast-cheap-out-of-control-inside-rise-of-shein/
https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/shein-fast-fashion-workers-paid-3p-18-hour-days-undercover-filming-china-1909073
https://www.ft.com/content/d2c21dfc-822c-4482-92f4-c2a8e06a2dd6
https://www.ft.com/content/d2c21dfc-822c-4482-92f4-c2a8e06a2dd6
https://www.npr.org/2023/07/15/1187852963/shein-rico-racketeering-lawsuit
https://www.npr.org/2023/07/15/1187852963/shein-rico-racketeering-lawsuit
https://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Synthetics-Anonymous-2-online-reports-layout.pdf
https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2021/Childrens-Sleepwear-Recalled-Due-to-Violation-of-Federal-Flammability-Standard-and-Burn-Hazard-Sold-Exclusively-by-Zoetop-Business-Co-Ltd-at-www-SHEIN-com-Recall-Alert
https://www.gov.uk/product-safety-alerts-reports-recalls/product-recall-shein-childrens-sleepwear-sets-2108-0480#:~:text=The%20nightwear%20sets%20present%20a,Nightwear%20(Safety)%20Regulations%201985.
https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/2022/attorney-general-james-secures-19-million-e-commerce-shein-and-romwe-owner-zoetop
https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/2022/attorney-general-james-secures-19-million-e-commerce-shein-and-romwe-owner-zoetop
https://www.theregister.com/2023/03/29/shein_tax_accusation/
https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/us-lawmakers-push-sec-order-audit-shein-ipo-over-uyghur-forced-labor-fears-2023-05-01/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/11/27/business/shein-ipo.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-02-26/shein-considering-london-ipo-amid-us-resistance-to-listing
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OvervIeW OF SHeIN
In the ever-evolving world of fast fashion, one name has recently risen to prominence – SHEIN. Valued at 
some $66 billion, more than H&M and Zara combined, the world’s third-largest startup is looking to go 
public in the U.S. in 2024. Should SHEIN successfully launch its stock via an Initial Public Offering (IPO), 
it would have manifold financial and ethical repercussions, and would set an important precedent for the 
corporate behavior and business practices Western capital markets are willing to fund.

SHEIN dominates the U.S. fashion market, boasting over 65 million users in 2022 and surpassing Amazon 
in terms of shopping app downloads. It ships to over 150 countries and is the 17th most visited website in 
the world, with the U.S. accounting for 38% of its traffic. Key to SHEIN’s success is its massive network of 
influencers who market its products to younger and comparatively less affluent consumers hungry for a 
taste of luxury. These influencers help the company trim marketing costs, and persuade digitally native 
Gen-Z and Millennials to concentrate on SHEIN’s clothes and branding instead of its troubling operations. 

SHEIN’s highly aggressive pricing strategy has also been enabled by pervasive corner-cutting throughout 
its operations. Moreover, SHEIN has been able to undercut its American competitors by circumventing 
customs and labor rights in order to take over the ultra-cheap, ultra-fast fashion market. SHEIN’s success 
signals that in the current regulatory environment, Chinese companies can dominate their American 
counterparts through unfair, unethical, and, at times, illegal trade practices. SHEIN’s remarkably effective 
strategy for exploiting these regulatory loopholes has turned extraordinary profits and attracted invest-
ments by major venture capital and private equity firms, including Sequoia Capital and General Atlantic.

This year, SHEIN is aiming even higher. In its effort to become publicly traded in the U.S., SHEIN is re-
portedly seeking a valuation of $90 billion, which would almost certainly make it the largest IPO in 2024. 
With lead managers including some of the most prominent institutions in investment banking – JPMorgan 
Chase, Goldman Sachs, and Morgan Stanley – the stage is set for a flood of American and allied investment 
into this secretive Chinese enterprise. As American legislators have increasingly decried the IPO, this re-
sistance has reportedly caused SHEIN to consider listing in London instead. Although it is unclear whether 
this is SHEIN’s actual intention, or an attempt to pressure the SEC into approving a U.S.-based listing, 
regulatory action on the IPO is clearly at a crucial stage. This report serves to highlight some of the malign 
practices which public investment in SHEIN would fund. 

cOMPANY rISK PrOFILe

Uyghur Oppression and Forced Labor
SHEIN has been demonstrably and repeatedly linked to forced labor. Specifically, it has been found to source 
cotton from Xinjiang, a region so rife with forced labor that there is a blanket ban on Xinjiang-sourced 
products entering American markets. 

In 2022, SHEIN’s own internal audit found that 83% of its suppliers had “major risks,” including “working 
hours” and “fire and emergency preparedness.” A further 12% of its suppliers were noted as committing 
“zero tolerance violations,” which include underage labor, forced labor, and severe health and safety is-
sues. Multiple external investigations into SHEIN’s working conditions have reported that some of its fac-
tory employees work up to 18 hours a day with no weekends, face severe pay dockings for mistakes, and are 
forced to wash their hair during lunch breaks due to their lack of free time amidst grueling shifts. 

https://www.investing.com/news/stock-market-news/shein-targets-90-billion-ipo-valuation-amid-market-optimism-93CH-3248451#:~:text=Despite%20the%20challenging%20environment%20and,was%20valued%20at%20%2466%20billion.
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2022/apr/10/shein-the-unacceptable-face-of-throwaway-fast-fashion
https://www.cbinsights.com/research-unicorn-companies
https://www.marketplace.org/2023/12/01/this-could-be-the-biggest-ipo-in-2024/
https://www.marketplace.org/2023/12/01/this-could-be-the-biggest-ipo-in-2024/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1341506/fast-fashion-market-share-us/
https://www.oberlo.com/statistics/how-many-people-use-shein
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2022/apr/10/shein-the-unacceptable-face-of-throwaway-fast-fashion
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2022/apr/10/shein-the-unacceptable-face-of-throwaway-fast-fashion
https://devtechnosys.com/data/shein-statistics.php
https://www.wsj.com/business/retail/amazon-shein-temu-online-shopping-727570ea
https://www.nssmag.com/en/fashion/29542/shein-haul
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/finance/comparing-the-costs-of-generations.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/04/23/tech/temu-shein-us-concerns-intl-hnk/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/04/23/tech/temu-shein-us-concerns-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.business.hsbc.com/navigator/made-for-china/five-reasons-why-china-is-dominating-e-commerce
https://pe-insights.com/news/2023/11/28/general-atlantic-and-mubadala-backed-shein-files-for-ipo-in-u-s-targets-90bn-valuation/#:~:text=Shein%20is%20backed%20by%20large,the%20banks%20declined%20to%20comment.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-11-07/shein-targets-up-to-90-billion-valuation-in-us-ipo-sources-say
https://www.marketplace.org/2023/12/01/this-could-be-the-biggest-ipo-in-2024/
https://www.marketplace.org/2023/12/01/this-could-be-the-biggest-ipo-in-2024/
https://pe-insights.com/news/2023/11/28/general-atlantic-and-mubadala-backed-shein-files-for-ipo-in-u-s-targets-90bn-valuation/
https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/us-lawmakers-push-sec-order-audit-shein-ipo-over-uyghur-forced-labor-fears-2023-05-01/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-02-26/shein-considering-london-ipo-amid-us-resistance-to-listing
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-11-21/shein-s-cotton-clothes-tied-to-xinjiang-china-region-accused-of-forced-labor
https://selectcommitteeontheccp.house.gov/sites/evo-subsites/selectcommitteeontheccp.house.gov/files/evo-media-document/05.02.2023-letter-to-shein-china-select.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/2022-06/22_0617_fletf_uflpa-strategy.pdf
https://www.wired.com/story/fast-cheap-out-of-control-inside-rise-of-shein/
https://www.wired.com/story/fast-cheap-out-of-control-inside-rise-of-shein/
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/latest-news/china-shein-factory-employees-work-18-hour-shifts-with-no-weekends-earning-just-two-cents-per-item-report-finds/
https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/shein-fast-fashion-workers-paid-3p-18-hour-days-undercover-filming-china-1909073
https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/shein-fast-fashion-workers-paid-3p-18-hour-days-undercover-filming-china-1909073
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criminal Allegations
Beyond SHEIN’s human rights violations overseas, the company is facing pressure in the U.S. over alle-
gations that it has repeatedly, and intentionally, sold replicas of artists’ work without permission or com-
pensation. Its alleged violations range from copying the designs of small indie artists to some of its major 
competitors, such as UNIQLO and H&M. With at least 93 open cases of alleged copyright or trademark 
infringement, SHEIN’s repeated intellectual property violations have been so widespread as to instigate a 
federal racketeering lawsuit.1 

Moreover, 15% of SHEIN’s products have been found to exceed the regulatory limits set by the EU for haz-
ardous chemicals. In the U.S. and UK, SHEIN children’s clothes were recalled due to their excessive flam-
mability, while in Canada they were recalled for containing “20 times the amount of allowable lead in chil-
dren’s products.” SHEIN has further been accused of sidestepping U.S. customs law to avoid paying import 
duties.

In a new lawsuit, rival company Temu alleges that SHEIN uses “mafia-style” methods such as “intimidation 
and detention scare tactics against suppliers… including false imprisonment.” The lawsuit also describes “a 
larger pattern of behavior by Shein to subvert and abuse the U.S. legal system.” While PSSI cannot verify 
all of the claims against SHEIN, a disregard for legal norms is clearly part of the company culture.

SHEIN also has an atrocious data privacy record. SHEIN and its parent company2 paid $1.9 million in a 
settlement after an investigation by the Attorney General of the State of New York “revealed that the com-
pany failed to properly safeguard consumers’ information prior to the data breach, failed to take adequate 
steps to protect many of the impacted accounts after the breach, and downplayed the extent of the cyber-
attack to consumers.” Worse still, SHEIN has been accused of putting “marketing spyware” in its Android 
app, which would read and send data that was copied to the clipboard to remote servers. The potential 
implications of a Chinese app implementing any kind of spyware against Western consumers cannot be un-
derestimated in light of the blurred lines between business and government in China. SHEIN’s persistent 
breaches of legal and ethical standards demonstrate a total disregard for consumer protection, intellectual 
property, public health, and data security. 

Opaque corporate Structure 
Little is known about SHEIN’s internal structure and organization, and even less about its enigmatic found-
er.3 This is seemingly by design, making it more difficult to investigate misdeeds and prepare legislative or 
regulatory action against the company. For example, SHEIN’s recent relocation of its headquarters from 
China to Singapore may be an attempt to “circumvent China’s tough new rules on overseas listings.”

SHEIN has not publicly disclosed its corporate structure, and efforts to investigate it have resulted in var-
ious companies being mentioned as potential parent or sister entities by secondary sources.4 These com-
panies include Zoetop Business in Hong Kong and Nanjing Lingtian Information Technology in mainland 
China. Exemplifying this confusion, the office of the New York State Attorney General has referred to 

1 Racketeering refers to an organized intention to violate U.S. laws.
2 At the time of the data breach, Zoetop Business was considered to be SHEIN’s parent company, although that may no longer 

be the case.
3 SHEIN was founded by Chris Xu, also known as Sky Xu and Xu Yangtian. He stays out of the public spotlight, refusing inter-

views and only rarely issuing press releases.
4 While attempts to map out SHEIN’s structure have been made, they are often outdated, contradictory, and lacking input 

from the firm itself.

https://ethically-dressed.com/30-businesses-shein-stole-designs-from-the-complete-list/
https://ecoclubofficial.com/shein-stealing-designs-independent-fashion-brands/
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/shein-algorithm-steal-trending-art-from-artists-2336731
https://apnews.com/article/uniqlo-shein-copies-bag-japan-retail-55b3e15ed15786d411c6ee36b926a7d7
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-07-25/shein-being-sued-by-h-m-for-copyright-infringement-in-hong-kong?embedded-checkout=true
https://www.ft.com/content/d2c21dfc-822c-4482-92f4-c2a8e06a2dd6
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/shein-lawsuit-rico-sued-case/
https://www.npr.org/2023/07/15/1187852963/shein-rico-racketeering-lawsuit
https://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Synthetics-Anonymous-2-online-reports-layout.pdf
https://changingmarkets.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Synthetics-Anonymous-2-online-reports-layout.pdf
https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2021/Childrens-Sleepwear-Recalled-Due-to-Violation-of-Federal-Flammability-Standard-and-Burn-Hazard-Sold-Exclusively-by-Zoetop-Business-Co-Ltd-at-www-SHEIN-com-Recall-Alert
https://www.gov.uk/product-safety-alerts-reports-recalls/product-recall-shein-childrens-sleepwear-sets-2108-0480#:~:text=The%20nightwear%20sets%20present%20a,Nightwear%20(Safety)%20Regulations%201985.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/health-canada-recall-shein-kids-jacket-1.6279903
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/health-canada-recall-shein-kids-jacket-1.6279903
https://selectcommitteeontheccp.house.gov/sites/evo-subsites/selectcommitteeontheccp.house.gov/files/evo-media-document/fast-fashion-and-the-uyghur-genocide-interim-findings.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/12/14/business/shein-temu-lawsuit.html
https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/2022.10.12_zoetop_nyag_aod_final_-_fully_executed.pdf
https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/2022/attorney-general-james-secures-19-million-e-commerce-shein-and-romwe-owner-zoetop
https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2023/03/10/shein-shopping-app-goes-rogue-grabs-price-and-url-data-from-your-clipboard/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2023/03/06/protecting-android-clipboard-content-from-unintended-exposure/
https://www.publiceye.ch/en/topics/fashion/opaque-and-tax-optimised-sheins-corporate-structure
https://www.publiceye.ch/en/topics/fashion/opaque-and-tax-optimised-sheins-corporate-structure
https://www.lobbyfacts.eu/datacard/shein-group?rid=020464949374-38
https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/how-chinas-shein-became-fast-fashion-giant-2023-11-28/
https://www.publiceye.ch/en/topics/fashion/opaque-and-tax-optimised-sheins-corporate-structure
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/companies/shein/
https://www.forbes.com/profile/sky-xu/
https://www.wsj.com/business/retail/shein-ipo-ceo-sky-xu-5483911e
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/jul/30/chris-xu-shein-mysterious-billionaire-founder-fast-fashion
https://www.publiceye.ch/en/topics/fashion/opaque-and-tax-optimised-sheins-corporate-structure
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Zoetop Business as SHEIN’s parent company,5 contradicting organizations like FOREX and the Business 
& Human Rights Resource Centre. SHEIN’s opaque corporate and supply chain structure forces investiga-
tors, and investors, to deal with the company from an informational disadvantage. 

SHEIN claims to have built long-term relationships with over 5,000 private manufacturing contractors 
who adhere to its “stringent standards.” Yet it has attempted to shift blame to these suppliers when caught 
violating intellectual property. Amidst the further allegations of slave-labor-sourced cotton, toxic prod-
ucts, and numerous other labor and consumer rights violations, SHEIN clearly cannot – or will not – ef-
fectively manage this large network of third-party contract manufacturers. This, like other elements of 
SHEIN’s corporate structure, serves to diffuse and deflect responsibility. 

Deceptive Marketing
SHEIN’s website, until recently, falsely claimed that its factories were “certified” by the International Or-
ganization for Standardization (ISO), a claim which the ISO has categorically rejected, as it does not cer-
tify companies, but merely issues and establishes standards. SHEIN’s website also claimed that the com-
pany was “proudly in compliance with strict fair labor standards set by international organizations like 
SA8000.” Social Accountability International, the organization that administers the SA8000 standard,6 has 
also rejected this assertion, stating that SHEIN has not been certified, nor even been in contact with the 
organization. Today, all references to the ISO, Social Accountability International, or SA8000 have been 
removed from SHEIN’s website. 

SHEIN’s pretensions to “sustainability” and “accountability” are misleading in light of the extreme envi-
ronmental damage which results from its virulently wasteful business model. SHEIN habitually leverages 
online content creators, as in one recent instance when it paid for a group of well-known influencers to 
tour its facilities, seemingly to have them spout talking points. SHEIN seeks to control the narrative by 
flooding the internet with brand-approved content, drowning out independent reports of illegal and un-
ethical practices in favor of curated demonstrations of highly automated factories and “innovation cen-
ters.” In essence, SHEIN has weaponized content creators, leveraging their public influence and image to 
mask the company’s lack of operational transparency and accountability.

5 The court filings from this proceeding state in a footnote that “Respondents have represented to the NYAG that, as a result 
of a corporate restructuring, Zoetop is no longer operational and U.S. operations for the brands involved in the data breach 
that is the subject of this Assurance – SHEIN and ROMWE – have been taken over by SHEIN Distribution Corporation.” How-
ever, since Zoetop was undeniably operational at the time of the data breach, it was treated as a respondent in the settlement 
proceedings: “Accordingly, both SHEIN Distribution Corporation and Zoetop are the Respondents and signatories to this 
Assurance.”

6 “The SA8000 Standard is based on internationally recognized standards of decent work, including the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, ILO conventions, and national laws. SA8000 applies a management-systems approach to social perfor-
mance and emphasizes continual improvement—not checklist-style auditing.”

https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/2022/attorney-general-james-secures-19-million-e-commerce-shein-and-romwe-owner-zoetop
https://www.forex.com/en-us/news-and-analysis/everything-you-need-to-know-about-shein/
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/companies/shein/
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/companies/shein/
https://www.sheingroup.com/our-business/our-supply-chain/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-fast-fashion-giant-shein-faces-dozens-of-lawsuits-alleging-design-theft-11656840601
https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/exclusive-chinese-retailer-shein-lacks-disclosures-made-false-statements-about-2021-08-06/
https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/exclusive-chinese-retailer-shein-lacks-disclosures-made-false-statements-about-2021-08-06/
https://www.sheingroup.com/our-impact/
https://www.sheingroup.com/our-business/our-supply-chain/#our-supply-chain-standards
https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/54429/ultrafast-fashion-giant-shein-takes-greenwashing-to-new-low-charitywash/
https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/54429/ultrafast-fashion-giant-shein-takes-greenwashing-to-new-low-charitywash/
https://www.earthday.org/a-critical-lens-on-sheins-extended-producer-responsibility-fund-fast-fashion-greenwashing/
https://time.com/6290735/shein-influencer-brand-trip/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2023/06/28/shein-influencers-trip/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/06/28/1075641/shein-influencer-trip-charm-offensive/
https://time.com/6290735/shein-influencer-brand-trip/
https://time.com/6290735/shein-influencer-brand-trip/
https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/2022.10.12_zoetop_nyag_aod_final_-_fully_executed.pdf
https://sa-intl.org/programs/sa8000/
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POLITICAL CONTEXT

Intense Lobbying efforts 
Public disclosures show that SHEIN has spent nearly $1.8 million on U.S. Congressional lobbying, presum-
ably to shift focus away from various aspects of its malfeasance. In the European Union, SHEIN’s lobbyists 
have targeted bills such as: 

 ― Proposal for a regulation on prohibiting products made with forced labor on the Union market 
(2022/453)

 ― Proposal for a regulation on the making available on the Union market as well as export from the 
Union of certain commodities and products associated with deforestation and forest degradation 
(2021/706)

 ― Proposal for a directive on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence (2022/71)

The first of these (2022/453) is an EU initiative to hold companies responsible for using forced labor, even if 
the specific goods in question were manufactured by a third party. The latter two — (2021/706) and (2022/71) 
— oblige sellers to disclose their supply chains while penalizing companies which violate EU standards, 
leading to an environment of greater corporate transparency and accountability regarding production 
processes and supply chains. 

While PSSI was not able to identify the specific legislative initiatives targeted by SHEIN in the U.S., we can 
infer from its efforts to influence EU legislation that SHEIN is committed to reducing the labor and legal 
standards to which it may be held accountable. 

Political Pushback
SHEIN’s ever-growing list of scandals has spurred bipartisan urgency among U.S. legislators to challenge 
its planned entrance into U.S. capital markets. Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), Vice Chair of the Senate In-
telligence Committee, has urged the SEC to block SHEIN’s IPO. Concurrently, Representative Blaine Lu-
etkemyer (R-MO), a current member of the House Select Committee on the CCP, is pursuing legislation to 
bar SHEIN from being listed in the U.S., warning that SHEIN “warrants extreme caution from regulators, 
customers and investors,” and adding that the SEC ought to “apply maximum scrutiny to SHEIN’s business 
and management before letting it anywhere near our capital markets.” Chairman of the House Select Com-
mittee on the CCP, Representative Mike Gallagher (R-WI) has expressed interest in closing the de minimis 
loophole, referencing SHEIN directly.7 Furthermore, Representative Jennifer Wexton (D-VA) stated that 
lawmakers “must take action to hold SHEIN accountable.” On May 1, 2023, Rep. Wexton was one of two 
dozen U.S. representatives who called on the SEC to halt SHEIN’s IPO.

For its part, the SEC has delayed responding to SHEIN’s IPO filing for over three months, and has yet to pro-
duce a response at the time of this writing. This is highly unusual, given that the SEC strives, and typically 
manages, to respond within 27 calendar days. The delay may signal hesitancy to engage with the potentially 

7 The ‘de minimis loophole’ exempts packages under $800 from import duties and reduces U.S. customs scrutiny, which may 
allow some prohibited products to enter the United States. SHEIN takes advantage of this by shipping many small packages 
directly to consumers, incurring no taxes but producing extraordinary environmental costs.
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explosive implications of this unusually large and controversial IPO in New York. The increasingly inhospi-
table climate in the U.S. towards SHEIN’s planned IPO has reportedly caused SHEIN to look toward London 
as an alternative listing location. Although it is unknown whether this is an attempt to pressure the SEC 
or a legitimate strategic shift, the implications of this listing on a Western exchange remain appalling. The 
China Securities and Regulatory Commission is also yet to approve the deal, another potential roadblock 
in SHEIN’s quest for public investment.8

tHe BOttOM LINe
SHEIN has actively worked to conceal and mislead consumers and legislators on both sides of the Atlantic, 
circumventing U.S. and EU laws in areas such as human rights, workers’ rights, environmental damage, 
toxicity levels, and customs regulations. Not only has SHEIN successfully avoided meaningful consequenc-
es stemming from these violations, but it has profited enormously from them.

U.S. government approval of SHEIN’s IPO would effectively forgive flawed, unethical, and even illegal 
business practices on the part of a major Chinese conglomerate. Such an endorsement by the SEC would 
severely undermine the principles of fiduciary responsibility, and signal a blatant disregard for egregious 
corporate abuses. Furthermore, the flood of Western investment that this public listing could unleash 
would directly fund the continuation and expansion of such practices, further incentivizing unethical and 
illegal cost-cutting measures. In short, it is unconscionable that SHEIN be permitted by the U.S. govern-
ment to continue its present operations unhindered, much less be actively financed by largely unwitting 
American and European retail investors via its upcoming IPO. Thus, U.S. lead managers should be preclud-
ed from participating in this highly troubling Chinese equity offering. 

DISCLAIMER:
This document reflects PSSI’s own opinions and conclusions based on facts and inferences drawn from an analysis of open-source mate-
rials and is designed to contribute to public discourse on national security, investor protection, and human rights. PSSI disclaims, to the 
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability for the accuracy and completeness of the information in this document 
and for any acts or omissions made based on such information. PSSI is not engaged in rendering any form of professional or other advice 
or services through the publication of this report. No person or entity should rely on the contents of this publication without first obtain-
ing their own professional advice. Nothing in this document should be construed as financial advice.

8 Despite relocating its headquarters to Singapore, SHEIN’s large network of third-party Chinese manufacturers still make it 
beholden to certain Chinese regulatory and legislative requirements.
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